Soggy storm marches into SLO, state for wet holiday weekend

By Len Arands

San Luis Obispo weathered the front end of a Pacific storm on Thursday, but meteorologists warned that a wet weekend may lie ahead.

Southern California didn’t fare so well. Residents there fled rising floodwaters that tested sandbag, lumber and hay barricades erected in areas burned by last autumn’s wildfires.

Rain and winds gusting to 63 mph stretched along the entire 840-mile length of California, but a subtropical Pineapple Express weather system riding in with the storm brought especially heavy rains to the south.

The sun was shining in some areas of the Central Coast by noon Thursday, but forecasters warned residents not to be deceived by the break in the weather.

“It looks like this storm could stay anchored along the West Coast for a while,” said National Weather Service meteorologist Gary Neumann.

Gary Ryan, an employee at the National Weather Service in Santa Maria, defined the storm as a moderate cold front. He said it caused no major power outages in San Luis Obispo nor did any physical damage occur in the area.

Cal Poly Facilities Services Assistant Director Bob Pattee said no damage or power outages were reported on campus.

But Thursday was not the end of this wave of February showers. Ryan said...

Spending caps, new budgets

OK’d by ASI

Open House granted $5,000 budget as Program Board gets $7,500 limit

By Lisa M. Hansen

The ASI Board of Directors quickly passed three resolutions at its Wednesday night meeting — one of which clinched the Program Board’s $7,500 spending cap for concerts and special events.

After three weeks of discussion, the Board of Directors modified last week’s proposal — which would have required the Program Board get a three-fourths vote from the Board of Directors to sponsor an event costing more than $7,500.

The spending moratorium was retained, but the proposal was changed to a two-thirds vote at the urging of Vice Chair Jon Loh, who also sponsored the resolution.

“I felt (the) three-fourths (vote) was really harsh,” he said. “The Program Board has been very receptive. Their organization is being asked to sacrifice, and I didn’t think we needed to kick them while they were down.”

The Program Board’s financial history — with a three-year accumulated debt of more than $100,000 — prompted the moratorium.

See ASI, page 6

Serbs remove artillery surrounding Sarajevo

By Tony Smith

The Program Board’s financial history — with a three-year accumulated debt of more than $100,000 — prompted the moratorium.

SARAJEVO, Bosnia-Herzegovina — Whole convoys of Bosnian Serb artillery withdrew from the hills around Sarajevo on Thursday in compliance with a NATO ultimatum to pull back or be bombed.

The pullout reported by U.N. monitors followed a pledge by Bosnian Serb leader Radovan Karadzic to meet NATO’s Sunday deadline. Karadzic made the concession under pressure from Russia.

“We do think the war in Sarajevo is finally over,” Karadzic told reporters after meeting with Vitaly Churkin, Russia’s special envoy, in Pale, the Bosnian...

Survey of U.S. colleges shows increasing freshman ambition

By Joy Nissen

Survey of U.S. colleges shows increasing freshman ambition...
BOSNIA: Serbian forces comply with NATO ultimatum to remove artillery

From page 1
Serb stronghold southeast of Sarajevo.
Lt. Col. Bill Alkman, a U.N. spokesman in the shell-shattered Bosnian capital, wouldn't specify what sort of equipment was being withdrawn, but said "we're talking heavy weapons."

"Literally they're moving out in convoys, not in individual vehicles," he said. "Clearly there's a major withdrawal going on."
He said U.N. monitors saw convoys of equipment moving off the hills, and U.N. commanders received information that withdrawals meeting NATO conditions would be completed within 36 hours.
It was the first significant Serb withdrawal of heavy guns since NATO issued its ultimatum Feb. 9. NATO has said all heavy guns within a 13-mile radius of Sarajevo must be removed or placed under U.N. control by Sunday or face NATO bombardment. Serbs have relentlessly shelled the city from their positions in the surrounding hills for nearly two years.
U.N. and NATO officials had earlier reported that the Serbs were dragging their feet. Alkman told reporters that the quickening pace of Serb withdrawals were "a very heartening sign."
"I hope the air strikes will not be necessary, and they will not occur if the Serbs will comply," President Clinton told reporters in Washington earlier Thursday.

Russia has been the most powerful ally of the Serbs. The promise from Karadzic appeared to reflect Serb acceptance that Moscow had reluctantly lined up behind NATO to prevent Western involvement in the war.
Bosnian Serb generals have defied Karadzic before, and it was unclear whether they would abide by promises made by their political leadership. Statements by Gen. Manojlo Milovanovic, Bosnian Serb army chief of staff, reflected the frustration of having to pull back and lose superior battlefield advantage.
"We are openly telling: In case of air strikes, all foreigners who find themselves on our territory will become hostages," Milovanovic said in an interview published in the Friday editions of the weekly InterView, available in Belgrade.
Churkin said the Serbs had agreed to withdraw their heavy weapons from around the Bosnian capital in exchange for a Russian promise to contribute soldiers to any new peacekeeping duties in the city.
In Moscow, President Boris Yeltsin's spokesman, Vyacheslav Kostikov, said the Russian plan and the positive response of the Serbs "make the NATO bombardment groundsless."

FRESHMEN: One-third of Cal Poly newcomers favor marijuana legalization

From page 1
the only way to do it ... You make more money.
In order to get a better job, more student respondents in the UCLA survey said they planned to go on to graduate school. Fifty-two percent of Cal Poly freshmen and they planned to get a master's degree and 14.7 percent said they planned to get a doctoral degree.
Sixty-five percent said they planned to get a bachelor's degree or the teacher's lack of interest," Gambhir said. "I don't know who's more to blame — my lack of interest or the teacher's lack of interest." Gambhir said.
Survey results also indicated that freshmen are more willing to take a stronger political stance. For the first time since 1972, less than half of the survey respondents said they were "middle of the road" — 69.9 percent — compared to Cal Poly respondents — 44.8 percent.
Respondents also indicated that support for gun control is at its highest — 83.8 percent — as well as support for legalizing marijuana — 38.2 percent. Cal Poly freshmen rated slightly higher, saying the government needs to do more to control handguns — 83.7 percent — and "marijuana should be legalized" — 33.3 percent.

These days, teachers aren't the only people with an Apple on their desk.

Apple Macintosh!
Is there one on your desk?

SAVE $$$
Buy an LC 475 and any Apple laser printer or Stylewriter II and get $100 back from Apple.
OR
Buy a Quadra 650 and any Apple laser printer or Stylewriter II and get $150 back from Apple.

Available at
El Coral Bookstore
Poly students are stuck in the M.U.D.— and they like it

Interactive game
draws crowds to
computer labs

By Katie Portillo
Daily Staff Writer

Cal Poly computer labs are packed with "M.U.D."— and students play in it 24 hours a day. The M.U.D., or "Multi-User Dungeon," is one type of interactive computer game that has become quite popular on campus. "M.U.D. is a computerized role-playing environment," computer science senior Matthew Wetmore explained. "The game is like an electronic version of 'Dungeon and Dragons,' but the advantage to this is you get to meet people from all over the world." Players use text to communicate with each other in M.U.D. and other games such as M.U.S.H., "Multi-User Shared Hypertext." M.U.S.H. is a "choose your own adventure" game where players develop their characters' personalities in pretend environments based on popular books, movies or television series. "For example, M.U.S.H. takes a really popular set of books, and creates this virtual environment based on the world the author has created," computer science senior Barbara Nash said. "But you don't play the characters that are in the books — you create your own character that fits into the genre of that environment." M.U.D. and M.U.S.H. are both found on what is called "Internet," a worldwide system that interconnects the entire planet through computer networks. "Internet is made up of billions of computers networked together around the world," Nash said. Through computer networks, Cal Poly students can play adventure games with other keyboard enthusiasts across the nation. But they warn of potential addiction and calling Gifts / Daily photo by Steve McCrack

"It's one mind to one mind. You can be tall, short, fat, thin, supermodel or ogre... and you're just playing with another person." Matthew Wetmore
Computer science senior

"Josh lives in Maine and we developed a friendship because we both met on one of the 'mushes' that we had a common interest in." Barbara Nash
Computer science senior

"I know at least one person who spent so much time 'mudding' that he got kicked out of the university because his grades went through the floor," Nash said. "These things can be addictive just like any other computer game.

According to Conley, most freshmen don't mind students playing the games. "As long as they don't affect the projects you're going to be turning in to them... what you do in your free time is what you do in your free time," he said. Conley also thinks that playing on the M.U.D. is one way for people to become computer literate.

"I encourage anything having to do with computers," he said. "They're not going to go away."
The editorial written regarding ASI Concerts is full of slanted opinions and lack of explanation. Please do your homework and find that with both of the ASI Concert major losses — the decision was not made by the committee, but by the ASI Board of Directors and the ASI executive staff.

As a point of clarity, the ASI Concerts committee would like to say all articles written this year about the student-volunteer programs were written without consulting anyone affiliated with the programs. This is interesting since both the ASI Board of Directors and the Program Board have been working for three years — via a task force composed of students — to gather information to make better choices when it comes to campus programs.

The scope is so large that there is no way to go into the findings and still stay within the Daily’s space restrictions. All the dollar figures used in articles were pro-actively provided by the concerts committee when the editor in chief was a little less sensationalist.

When the concerts committee took the ideas to the Board of Directors, in both cases, the board voted unanimously to do the shows.

The committee decided it was beyond their scope to commit to such a liability, so it asked the opinion of the Directors who vote according to their constituents — the students of Cal Poly.

The Public Enemy situation has never received accurate press from Mustang Daily. Upon recommendation of legal counsel, the ASI Executive Director decided the concert must go at a rescheduled date regardless of the concert committee’s opinion.

Take out the losses of the two shows the ASI Board of Directors voted on and your math should paint a completely different picture. ASI Children’s Center is running at $120,000 this year. Thus a comparison can’t be made to the ASI Concerts debts incurred over five years.

In the editorial, you state ASI Concerts started in 1988. Hmm — maybe the committee that had existed for more than 20 years previous to 1988 doesn’t count.

This was the same committee that brought you the doors. Bill Cosby, Santana, X and Jimmy Buffet. The day Cal Poly stops hosting concerts, speakers, etc., we hope you’ll say, “The sky is falling, the sky is falling.”

Serious, how many people have been homosexual cats, dogs, lions, tigers or bears? The answer is none. Why? Because homosexuality is unnatural.

These claims are based on a study released a few years ago which found that a certain part of homosexual men’s brains are similar to women’s brains. Even though this study has not been duplicated, the gay rights movement uses this as evidence that homosexuality is natural for some people. The argument seems to be: “I’m born this way, so therefore, it is OK for me to act the way my body tells me to.”

Using this same line of reasoning, it would seem logical that alcoholism is OK because there is an inherent tendency to be an alcoholic if one of your parents is alcoholic. The more incorrect ratios are OK because a person was born with them. Pedophilia, an abnormal sexual desire in an adult for children is considered normal. The line has shifted.

The gay rights movement has followed the same pattern as the civil rights movement in an attempt to get their voice heard. As much as the Constitution does not say “all heterosexual men are created equal.” As U.S. citizens they are entitled to every protection under the law. But they want more than equal protection.

I do not hate homosexuals. Homosexuality is a deviant, unhealthy form of behavior. And we — as a society — should do what we must to bring back some semblance of right and wrong to American society.

Matthew Hoy Arguments for homosexuality don’t ring true

I am a bigot. I admit it. It’s out there in the open for all to see. I believe homosexuality is wrong.

I know what you’re going to say. I’m obviously ignorant and I’m blindly condoning an entire segment of society.

I’ve heard all the arguments about why homosexuality is OK. The problem is that none of them hold water.

This common claim is that homosexuals are born the way they are — and there’s nothing they can do to change it.

“The most common claim is that homosexuals are born this way and there’s nothing they can do to change it.”
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**WASHINGTON** Anti-inflammatory drugs used against arthritis also tend to slow or block the onset of the mind-dismembering Alzheimer's disease, a study suggests.

The study, to be published Friday in the journal Neurology, compares the two sets of twins largely because Alzheimer's, like arthritis, also tend to slow or block the onset of the mind-dismembering Alzheimer's disease, a study suggests.

Meet the University of Notre Dame's unlikely student leaders: David Hungeling and Matt Oraugh, a pair of "free-spirited, regular guys" who didn't the row until the 1960s, but which are no longer prescribed. All of these drugs, at proper doses, tend to limit inflammation throughout the body, including the brain. But now, after two months of regular practice, he said the best way to describe the game's graphic depictions is "probably funny".

Armas said the violence is so exaggerated in the game that it wouldn't be helpful to someone to confuse it with reality.

"I'm not going to go do it to a person's state of mind if an adult's playing and it's just for fun." Music junior John Hartigan also remarked on the game's popularity.

"Mortal Kombat is the hottest game out," he said. "I know that doesn't make it right. (But) it's strange how society loves sex and violence. It's a pretty exciting game to watch — almost like comic books."

San Mateo High School sophomore Davey Keswold echoed that theme.

"It's more entertaining than..." he said, but conceded the game "probably builds a little aggression up; it's probably not the best game to encourage peace."

San Luis Obispo resident Denise Holmes was resigned to her children's exposure to violence. Although she had never seen "Mortal Kombat" before, she said she saw nothing shocking.

"This game or on TV — it's everywhere," she said, while her toddler twisted in her arms, "I don't think it actually relates to anything in the real world." San Luis Obispo resident Pete Lango said he enjoys watching his grandson play the game. And he isn't concerned about adverse effects of the experience. "My grandson doesn't take it with him," Lango said. "We don't feel the violence impacts him, (although his mom thinks) we do a little." Civil engineering freshman Pam Johnson and computer science freshman Chris Etheredge have been watching their friends play the game for months.

"I don't think it actually relates to anything in the real world," Johnson said. Etheredge said "Mortal Kombat" is the most enjoyable fighting game to watch.
AIDS chronicler Shilts dead at 42
Journalist, author on homosexual issues loses battle with HIV

Associated Press
SAN FRANCISCO — Randy Shilts, journalist and acclaimed author of books about AIDS and discrimination against gays, has died. He was 42.

Shilts died early Thursday or late Wednesday in his Sonoma County home, according to the San Francisco Chronicle, where Shilts had worked as a reporter.

The cause of death was not immediately known. The author tested positive for HIV, the virus that causes AIDS, in 1986 but did not reveal his condition until last year.


"Conduct Unbecoming: Gays and Lesbians in the U.S. Military," published last year, described the turmoil of gay soldiers who were targets of investigation under the U.S. military's ban on homosexuality. It was also a best-seller.

Clintod warns Whitewater probe will cost millions

By Pete Yost
 Associated Press
WASHINGTON — President Clinton declared Thursday the Whitewater criminal investigation will cost taxpayers millions of dollars though "most of it has nothing to do with me." The prosecutor turned his attention to Mrs. Clinton's former law firm.

In Little Rock, Ark., a broadly worded document called a notice subpoena was delivered to the Rose Law Firm this week including "an admission against any shedding or destruction of materials," said one person employed by the firm.

Special counsel Robert Fiske's admittance directs the firm to preserve information on computers as well as paper documents that may pertain to the investigation, according to a second person who was read portions of the notice by a different Rose employee. Both people spoke on condition of anonymity.

After a report in The Washington Times last week raising the question of shedding FBI agents asked law firm employees whether they witnessed any documents being destroyed, the first person said.

Attorneys at the Rose Law Firm have been gathering material for the wide-ranging investigation of President and Mrs. Clinton's White Water Development Corp., real estate venture.

Couriers who deliver packages and whose work area is in the vicinity of the law firm's sheds told the FBI they had no knowledge of any document destruction, said the first person.

Federal regulators said they had found no basis to recommend any sanctions against the Rose firm for dual representation. The firm had as one of its clients the failed S&L, that is part of Fiske's probe, and later it represented the government in a case against the thrift's auditors after the S&L collapsed.

The Federal Deposit Insurance Corp. said there was no conflict of interest under the rules in effect at the time.

ASI: Campus clubs, contingency funds will support Open House

From page 1
Program Board Chair Juan Hernandez did not return repeated phone calls Thursday.

But Lew said after speaking with members of the Program Board that they were receptive to the vote change.

"They were kind of hurt by the idea of a three-fourths vote," Lew said.

In other ASI business:
• The Finance Committee passed the Open House budget. After four weeks of discussion, Vice President for Finance Shawn Reeves announced ASI would subsidize $5,000 of the $7,500 budget.

That $5,000 was taken from the contingency fund, an account reserved for unforeseen expenditures.

The remaining $2,500 is coming from 100 clubs, which paid $20 each for a booth in Open House.

Cal Poly alumni have donated $500.

Open House is scheduled to be held April 22 and 23.
• Refinanced loans were approved for the Children's Center and Rec Center.

ASI has received lower interest rates at Chi Corp. Financial Services in Chicago than at Mid-State Bank in San Luis Obispo.

Refinancing the Children's Center $1.1 million loan will save approximately $70,000 a year. The center came under conflict of interest under the regulations in effect at the time.

Refinancing the Rec Center loan will save approximately $15,000 per year.
Some of Mustang Daily’s 1992-93 editorial team at the conclusion of their duties last June: scarred for life and stuffed to the gills with experience.

Otherwise, we’re interested in you becoming a Mustang Daily reporter for spring quarter. It’s a three-unit class — JOUR 352. You don’t have to be a journalism major to enroll, nor must you have previous professional writing experience. All we want from you is a genuine desire to see quality work in print. We’ll work with you on the rest.

CALL 756-1796 FOR MORE INFORMATION
From page three there will be scattered showers through Saturday. "There will be another cold front with wind on Saturday, with partial clearing on Sunday," Ryan said.

He said there was a 20 percent chance of showers Friday, followed by scattered showers Saturday morning and increasing showers that afternoon.

The moisture in the air will keep the local low temperatures up in the relatively warm 40s. Ryan said. Expect highs in the 50s and 60s through Saturday, he said.

Heaviest rainfall amounts statewide at midday included 2.5 inches at Crescent City, 1.7 inches at Santa Barbara, 1.35 inches at Mount Shasta, 1.24 inches at Long Beach and 1.15 inches at Los Angeles.

San Luis Obispo had received 1.46 inches by 3:45 p.m. Thursday.

Wind conditions developed along the Northern California coast with gusts of 60 mph reported at Pigpen Point and 63 mph on the summit of Mount Tamalpais, just north of San Francisco.

Malibu's steep, fire-ravaged slopes got an inch of rain in five hours. Ten days ago, a storm led to flooding that inundated 25 homes.

"There is significant potential for mud flow, perhaps worse than last time. The problem is the intensity of the rain. We're keeping our fingers crossed," said John Clement, Malibu's public works director.

Las Flores Canyon and Big Rock beach residents were urged to leave their homes 20 miles west of downtown.

"We've warned them there's a significant potential for flash floods and mud flow. Expect on this mud flow is that mud can break loose at any time," said Clement. "I'm doing my drought dance instead of a rain dance."

Flash floods were in effect throughout the day and the Los Angeles County Fire Department mobilized special heliport and ground patrols staffed by swift water rescue teams.

Before the storm moves out on Friday, up to two inches of rain is expected along the coast and 4 inches in the foothills. Up to a foot of snow was forecast for the mountains.

Several Malibu residents abandoned their homes, but others stayed because of the heavy presence of sandbag, hay bales and lumber barricades designed to keep water, mud and debris off their beach homes.

"We feel safe up here," said Bert Forer, a resident at the foot of Big Rock Canyon on Pacific Coast Highway. Forer was prepared to run up the second floor patio as an escape to the roof.

Asked about his apparent fearlessness, Forer was philosophical.

"One person's disaster is another person's joy ride," he said. "It's really exciting to be involved in this emergency project dealing with a natural situation. We have some sense of participation and competence and not feeling like a helpless victim."

Tractors cleared several minor mud and rock slides along Pacific Coast Highway from Point Mugu in Ventura County to Santa Monica. A mud slide briefly closed Malibu Canyon Road.

In Malibu Canyon, a 300-pound boulder knocked over by the morning downpour struck a car and broke the collarbone of motorist Michelle Faircloth, 21. A Lemonire resident and student at Pepperdine University.

At the base of the San Gabriel Mountains 15 miles northeast of downtown, where 27 of the 65 homes in Pasadera Glen Canyon were lost in the Altadena fire, most residents in the remaining 38 remained involved in this emergency project dealing with a natural situation. We have some sense of participation and competence and not feeling like a helpless victim."

Emergency crews erected flood barriers and flood control walls.

"But we've had so much rain that the ground can't take it any more. There's just no watershed to take the rain," said Linda Williams, president of the Pasadena Glen homeowners association.

"I'm doing my drought dance instead of a rain dance." — John Clement, Malibu's public works director.

Associated Press

RAIN: It soaked SLO Thursday, but that may be just the beginning

STORM QUOTES

Drenching rains descended on Southern California on Thursday, threatening homes in areas where outburns burned. Said those affected:
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Associated Press
Harding, Kerrigan redefine ‘ice queens’ at practice

By Steve Wilstein

HAMAR, Norway — Nancy Kerrigan skated in the same lacy white costume she wore the day of her assault, a subtle reminder to Tonya Harding that all is not forgotten or forgiven.

They never spoke on the ice in their first Olympic practice together Thursday, and they tracked each other out of the corners of their eyes to keep from bumping while they skated. When one performed, the other turned away. They acted more like strangers than teammates.

At the end of two sessions, Harding crashed on a triple axel, skidded into the wall and clutched her right ankle in pain. Not even a sore ankle was going to stop her from trying the one move that no other woman in the Olympics can match.

She rose gingerly, skated slowly over to her coach, and a few minutes later attempted the jump three more times in the rink where the medals will be decided next week. She pulled out of the first one before leaping, then she twirled around only twice on her next attempt. Finally, she made it, a full three and a half revolutions, even if she had to step out of the landing at the last moment because of the pain.

Kerrigan left early without saying a word to Harding. Perhaps not coincidentally, that’s when Harding skated her best, twice nailing the triple axel jump only one woman, Midori Ino of Japan, ever landed in the Olympics.

They practiced in that opening session on a dimly lit hockey rink, across from the main rink, amid the strongest security force at these Olympics. They were observed by an international media horde worthy of a presidential summit.
Teradyne. The right place for you.

Teradyne is the right place for all kinds of people. It's a stimulating environment that challenges people every day. You're free to do the things you think need to be done, with a minimum of rules, regulations, and bureaucracy. We want people who don't need to be led by the hand. We want talented, bright people with new ideas and the initiative to give those ideas a shot.

You'll have plenty of opportunity at Teradyne. We're a $500 million electronics company that competes in the global market, working with the world's largest companies. Our technology is unmatched, and our commitment to Total Quality Management is unwavering. In other words, we're big...but not too big!

If you want to learn more about your place at Teradyne, visit your Career Services Office. We will be on campus February 25, 1994.

CAL POLY Meal Plan Payments are Due

March 1

Just a Reminder

Changes in your Meal Plan may be requested by completing a Change Meal Form available at the Foundation Cashier. We cannot accept change forms after March 1.

We offer many payment locations for your convenience:
- Foundation Cashier
- Drop Box in Foundation Administration Building
- Snack Stop in the University Union
- Campus Express deposit stations

Please make checks payable to CAL POLY FOUNDATION.
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(1-0-2) made a move on one of them with a 10-4 pounding of Italy (0-3). Satan — that's Mirrors Satan — had a hat trick for Slovakia.

Alpine Skiing — Men's Super-G

Alberto Tomba celebrated his 24th birthday in style Thursday with a silver medal — a nice compliment to his downhill gold.

Moe put a little icing on his Olympic cake with a second place in the super-G, making him the first American skier in 34 years to win more than one medal at an Olympics — and the first American male ever.

With seven races to go, the U.S. Alpine skiers have already topped their Albertville total of two medals.

"Before the race I was yawn­ning three or four times at the start. That's a good sign for me," said Moe. He shared a cake at the bottom of the run with gold medalist Markus Wannier of Germany and Alde Skardal of Norway, who turned 28 and finished sixth.

The U.S. team now has two gold and one silver in three Alpine races.

And Moe's not done yet — he's in third place halfway through the men's combined, which concludes Feb. 25, and has a legitimate shot at a third medal.

Norway's Kjetil Andre Aamodt, who finished second to Moe in the downhill, took the super-G bronze.

Speedskating

Gold-medal favorite Gunda Niemann of Germany slipped and skidded into competitor Seiko Hashimoto of Japan in a spectacular crash, wiping both out during the 3,000 meters.

Neither was hurt, but the heavily favored Niemann's hopes of repeating her 1992 victory ended abruptly.

Cross-country skiing

The wildly enthusiastic Norwegians cheered countryman Bjoen Dahlie's gold in the men's 10K classical cross-country. But local hero Vegard "The Viking" Ulvang, a triple gold medalist in Albertville, finished seventh.

Lyubov Egorova of Russia added to her impressive Olympic legacy — eight races, eight medals — with a gold in the women's 10-kilometer freestyle.

With two races left, she could leave Lillehammer with a total of 12, tying the all-time Winter Games record. And she is within one gold of the all-time record of 13.

Egorova, the first triple medalist of the Games, was pessimistic about adding to her two golds and one silver: "It would be really tough to get medals in all events here. I don't think I can do it."

Egorova's performance kept the Russians atop the medals count, with five gold, five silver, and two bronze for 12. Norway is next with nine medals (6-3-4), while Italy (2-2-4) has eight.
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TENNIS: Poly faces rivals Tuesday

From page 12

well. They are just that much better."
And after the loss at doubles Eppright said the Mustangs felt uneasy about the task at hand.
"With the depth Fresno State has is hard," Eppright said.

Part of that depth includes the Bulldogs' top-two
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JUINIO crept back in it." From page 12

Mullarkey won his first set 6-4 and was up 30- 60 love in what could have been the final game before Bryan Juriu rallied back for the 6-4, 7-6, 2 win.

He had chances," Eppright said. "He went for a couple shots but barely missed. The other guy (Julio) crept back in it."
Sports

Winter Olympics
Moe wins medal for U.S.

Skier wins silver birthday present

By Larry McShane

Men's Figure Skating

figure skating competition.

Russia's Alexei Ur- 
mov zip past the big 
boys to capture the tech-

ical program. Elvis Stojko of 
Canada was second, fol-

lowed by Philippe Cau-
deliers of France. America's 
medal hopes rested with U.S. 

champion Scott Davis, 
22, who was fourth.

Hockey

A penalty with 42 
seconds left opened the 

door for the Americans, 

who took advantage 14 
seconds later when Todd 
Marchant scored his first 
game of the Olympics. In 

addition to its man ad-

vantage, the U.S. pulled 
its guide to play 6-4-1.

“We all missed.”

Boitano was eighth, 

three spots open — and Slovakia 
is already in, leaving five 

spots open — and Slovakia 
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ly, I think we'll be be a more springboard to us.
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Sweden (2-0-1) clinched a 

medal round berth with a 

7-1 romp over France 

(0-2-1). Surprising Finland 

is already in, leaving five 

spots open — and Slovakia

12th.

“We need to prove to 

ourselves that we can beat 

somebody,” U.S. coach Tim 

Taylor said. “I think this 

was more of a win than the 
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